Unified Communication as a Service (UCaaS) is a flexible and effective collaboration and communication tool that can be delivered either on-premise or over the cloud that enables sharing of confidential information within an organization. It offers unified voice, video, and internet-based integrated solutions that can be deployed to readily connect people within an organization.

UCaaS helps integrate services such as telephony, unified messaging, conferencing, and collaboration platforms & applications over the cloud, which help businesses remain connected globally in a cost-effective manner. For small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs), UCaaS helps in saving their front-load capital and provides a per seat basis rental system.

The UCaaS market adaptation is very high and the main factors on which the growth of this market depend on include communicating via text chat without the need to rely on third-party internet messaging systems, enabling customers to accelerate business processes, and reducing travel time and cost. In addition, user-friendly platforms allows users to focus on their customers while service providers can take care of communication facilities. UCaaS is very simple to setup and can be used to link multiple devices.

Unified Communication as a Service (UCaaS) is a single-user interface to access all unified communications capabilities through desktop, web, and mobile phone applications with features that support instant messaging, VoIP, and presence management. It facilitates an efficient approach towards communication and improves communication operations among individuals, groups, and organizations. The Asia-Pacific UCaaS market is segmented by component, organization size, vertical, and geography. Mitel Networks Corporation (U.S.), Avaya (U.S.), Cisco (U.S.), Microsoft (U.S.), and Vodafone Group Plc (U.K.) are the major players operating in this market.

Objectives of the Study

- To identify emerging trends and opportunities in the Asia-Pacific UCaaS market
- To analyze the Asia-Pacific UCaaS market with focus on high-growth application and the fastest-growing market segment
- To analyze the impact of the factors that are currently driving and restraining the growth of the market
- To provide detailed segmentation of the Asia-Pacific UCaaS market, by product, application and geography
- To provide comprehensive competitive landscapes and identify key players with respect to market size and market share
- To strategically profile key players of the Asia-Pacific UCaaS market
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